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I am trying to make a slideshow using the MovieMaker for OS X version 7.8.4.0 and the Live writer version 5.1.1.0. And for that
I've downloaded two different.ppt slideshows from the App Store. One.ppt and one.jpg slide. When I try to play them in

MovieMaker,.jpg file is play but.ppt file does not play. Is it a problem with my version of MovieMaker or can somebody explain to
me why this is happening? Thank you in advance. P.S. I am not able to remove the search bar from.ppt file but there is no

search bar in.jpg file (I have the same problem). I tried to use a.ppt slideshow that I created using another slideshow maker, a
part of the slideshow (its slide is called "Image 1") is really not playing but only the rest of the slideshow (Image 2). I have no
problem with that slideshow. There are NO search bar in that slideshow (Image 2). MovieMaker does not detect the location of

that slideshow's thumbnail (.jpg) (probably it is because the thumbnail is in the root folder of the slideshow), so I could not make
an Index Movie or Index.mp4. How to fix the problem? Why is MovieMaker not able to handle slideshow's thumbnail? How to get

the thumbnail into MovieMaker? I tried to remove the thumbnail and add it again, but it did not work. I also tried to use.mp4
instead of.jpg for that slideshow, but that also did not work. The.mp4 slideshow opens in MovieMaker successfully. Additionally, I
tried to play.jpg slideshow in MovieMaker, but MovieMaker could not find that image file and the image would not display. This

slideshow also did not contain any thumbnail. At the same time, that slideshow worked when I use it in another slideshow maker
(iMovie). I had no problem with that slideshow. Possible Duplicate: MovieMaker on Mac: don't import any files Hi Joshua, thanks

for working on this. You want to name the file created by Movie Maker with an extension of.ppt? I checked out the
documentation you provided. I looked for the extension by using the Apple documentation that shows "Extensions" in the "File

Type" dropdown. In my 6d1f23a050
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